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Background: To evaluate the one most common combination of co-morbidities that can lead to heart failure.
Background: When the global economy is damaged, we are urged to joint all dots into one whole picture to empower the human race. Human body is a complicated 
machine with intricate energy paths from body and three minds. There is a switch of self-healing in the unconscious mind. With this global pandemic, public 
education on the self-prevention of spreading the root sources of the virus is critical. However, restrict body connection is so far not good enough and we can do 
more.
Conclusions: Everyone needs to take responsibility for tracking the sources of where the virus starts and terminate it from every possible angle.
True case study about treatment on tuberculosis, HPV and experience in the infectious department can bring some new ideas. The creative approach to dealing 
with massive death in a country with less medical support like India is possible.

Biography
Holistic Researcher and Case Investigator From Achievers Resource, Brisbane City Australia Mind Power Lady, Dr Angela Wilson (Ph.D.) is known as the authority 
of the unconscious mind. The combination of taking as an extra person since birth and living in a world of medical professionals led her hands truly on what 
humanity is looking for but afraid most of us to find out at the early age of six. Her cutting-edge discovery results from eleven generations of Chinese herbal medicine 
Heritage; the 22nd generation on energy healing; academic study; holistic qualifications; rich clinical experience; and unstoppable cross-disciplinary testing by 
risking her life and more.
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